PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS:

- Bethany Lutheran College, Mankato, MN (BLC)
- Bethel University (BTH)
- Minnesota State University, Mankato (MSU)
- South Dakota State University (SDS)

Preliminary Rounds:

3 wins / 0 losses
  - SDS GB (Aubreu Graham & Amanda Brossart)

2 wins / 1 loss
  - BTH KA (Willis Krumholz & Matthew Anderson)
  - MSU GL (Alex Garlock & April Larson)
  - MSU LK (Suzanne Lumberg & Ariel Klugman)
  - SDS/BLC MN (Bill Moser & Aaron Nemoyer)
  - BLC HA (Micah Haar & Mawuli Agbefa)

1 win / 2 losses
  - SDS KE (Peter Kaufman & Ben Erickson)
  - MSU AM (Grant Anderson & Meg Martinson)
0 wins / 3 losses

- BLC VK (Emily Valerio & Katrina Kniesz)
- BLC BH (Ethan Bartlett & Jacob Holbird)

Advancing directly to Gold Round: SDS GB and MSU LK

**Bronze Round**

- SDS/BLC MN (gov) def BLC HA 3-0
- BTH KA (gov) def MSU GL 3-0

**Gold Round:**

- BLC HA (opp) def MSU LK 3-0
- SDS GB (gov) def BTH KA 3-

**Individual Speakers**

- 1 Amanda Brossart - SDS - 81
- 2 Grant Anderson - MSU - 80.5
- tie 3 Alex Garlock - MSU - 78
- tie 3 Ariel Klugman - MSU - 78
- tie 3 Meg Martinson - MSU - 78
- 6 Mill Moser - SDS - 77.5
- 7 Willis Krumholz - BTH - 77
- tie 8 April Larson - MSU - 77
- tie 8 Mawuli Agbefe - BLC - 77
- tie 10 Suzanne Lumberg - MSU - 77
- tie 10 Peter Kaufman - SDS - 77
Topics

Round 1: This House should establish basic rights for animals.

Round 2: This House believes Google is a bigger threat than Microsoft.

Round 3: (case) Alice is a new college teacher and is working hard to fit in with her new department. She is hard working and dedicated and has earned her position. However, she still feels like an outsider in the department. She has tried to join in on conversations, but does not feel like she is being listened to, just endured. At home one night she is browsing Facebook after uploading some pictures to her profile. She stumbles across some communication posted on students' walls about how they "get around" doing their work in some of the classes taught by her colleagues in the department. It appears the students are cheating in the classes. Alice is not sure what she should do. If she informs the teachers about what she has found, they might accept her sooner. However, she fears they might think she is spying on current students and treat her with some disdain.

In this case, the Government team must uphold the statement: Alice is morally obligated to tell her colleagues about the cheating students.

Bronze Round: This House should propose an alternative to the bailout.

Gold Round: This House should put education in the hands of the students.